For a given function k, positive, continuous, nondecreasing and unbounded on [0, 1), let /4(*' denote the class of functions regular in the unit disc for which log |/(z) |< &(| z |) when | z |< 1. Hay man and Korenblum have shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for the sets of positive zeros of all functions in A(k) to be Blaschke is that ¡\(k(t)/(\-t))dt is finite. 'It is shown that the imposition of a further regularity condition on the growth of k ensures that in some tangential region the zero set of each function in A{k) is also Blaschke.
1. Introduction. Let k be a positive, continuous, nondecreasing unbounded function defined on the interval (0,1). W. K. Hayman and B. Korenblum [1] have denoted by A{k) the class of functions /, regular in the unit disc £>(0,1), and satisfying the inequality The class of functions k that satisfy (1.3) has no extreme elements in the sense that for any given k there is a positive, continuous, nondecreasing, unbounded function u such that J(ku) < oo. For this reason, and in spite of the fact that the theorem of Hayman and Korenblum is stated in terms of a necessary and sufficient condition, something more than (1.2) might be expected concerning the zero distribution of a function / in a given Shapiro-Shields class Aik). Hayman and Korenblum have indicated a result in this direction by pointing out that condition (1.3) is, in fact, sufficient to ensure that for any nonconstant function / in A(k), and any Stolz domain S with a vertex on the unit circle, the zero set {zn(f, S)} off in S is Blaschke in the sense that
The aim of this paper is to show that extra conditions, applied only to the regularity of growth of k, are sufficient to ensure that the sets of zeros of functions/ in A{k), counted over certain tangential regions, are still necessarily Blaschke. Two versions of the smoothness conditions are given. The first and more restrictive version relates the tangential regions directly to the function k as follows. bound which is independent of £ on dD(0, 1).
It should be noted that the conditions satisfied by k ensure that limÂ:(i)(l -t) = 0, i^i-so that the region (1.7) is tangential to 9D(0,1). The constant L will be found to depend on k, and m will be any constant chosen small enough to ensure that aD(0,1) intersects the boundary of (1.7) only at ¿. Theorem 2, which follows, indicates that even if (1.6) itself is not assumed then a suitable majorant can still be found for k. Thus we obtain a result that leads to the fact that functions in an extended class Aik) also have Blaschke sequences of zeros in certain tangential regions. However the relation of k to the tangential regions is not so straightforward in this case. We first transform the context of Theorem 1 into one more suitable for the application of Theorem B. Thus we define (2.6) *«Hlö^7?)f (,>1)-noting that if k satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 then x satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem B. The function U defined by (2.2) is regular on some set H= {z: \sLrgz\<{v,\z\^r0}.
Since (2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) imply that limz^xU(z) = 0 uniformly in H we may choose r0 so that
Without loss of generality we may also assume that x0 is chosen so that (2.8) Kt)<\ (t>x0).
It has been shown [2] that the function <f> defined by the relation The inequality (2.10), together with (2.7) and (2.11), gives a contradiction. It follows that <f> is schlicht in H for some positive number r0.
3. The proof of Theorem 1. We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose, without loss of generality, that f = 1. Since the function g is being regular on the set H we have, by a standard application of Carleman's theorem increases with / on (0,1). We prove Lemma 1 by first obtaining suitable bounds to the members of the sequence {x(2")} and then elaborating these bounds by means of an interpolation process. Let us note that
In defining an auxiliary sequence {a"} we suppose, without loss of generality, that ax = lim x^ | l/x(x) is a real number. Then we specify the inductive process The inequality (4.3) shows that 2j0=x2"eBiJ)an+x < oo. In considering the corresponding sums when n G A(j) we define Sj = 2"e/((/)a"+i, where
We note, in particular, that (4-5) aqU)+x = x(2qU)+]y aP(j) = x(2/>(7>) ^ E ^'
Let us now consider separately the cases where (a) q(j) < 2p(j) and where (b)
Hence 2,S, where the sum extends over ally for which (a) is true, is finite. It remains to consider 2y&, where the sum extends over ally for which (b) holds. Without loss of generality, and to save some tedious reorganization, we may now assume that (b) holds for each y in N. Then, since p(j) > q(j -1) > 2p(j -1), we have 7__ (/>(./)+ i)(g(j)-j>(;)) <pU1±±
for each y. Thus we have proved that 2f=xSJ must also converge. Hence 1x=xan converges.
Having found a suitable sequence {a"} of real numbers which majorises the sequence of function values {l/x(2")}, we now turn our attention to deducing an appropriate majorant for the function 1/x itself. To this end we definê .,i^,/y-)+;.
-.M2-A) (^,<x<2.)
an-\an-2l°&¿
for n G N. We see immediately that the function X is positive, continuous, increasing, and unbounded on (1, oo). Further 2"~] *£ x < 2" implies that -^-<M^)<-L-<x(2"-,)<x(^).
"n-2 "«-1
Since this leads to the inequality n" dx ri" dx V.^)<û"-2i2-T=û«-2log2 (4.2) follows.
Finally we need to show that if £W=XWlog2 {x>l) (logx) then the function E is decreasing. This is easily verified by noting that p,/ n _ (a«-i -an-i)^èx -2(na""x -(nl)a"_2)log2
E (x) --an-\On-2x(iogx) < (log2)((n-l)flB_2-(W+l)fl|,_1) ^o an-\an-2X(l°èxf when 2"_1 < x < 2". This completes the proof of Lemma 1 and, therefore, the proof of Theorem 2. Corollary 1 is readily deduced from Theorem 2.
